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Steam Capital

WHERE
TALENT MEETS
POTENTIAL
At its core, Steam Capital is all about transforming the way people prepare for career
advancement and revolutionising the way employers identify, attract and engage the
best people to do the jobs of the future.
Steam Capital is launching the Masters in Me™ / Steam Connect™ Pilot Program within
the Asia Pacific region. This proprietary framework and career management system is
designed to empower MBA and Masters graduates to take the next steps in their career
with strategy and purpose.
Then, through its innovative tech platform, Steam Connect™, Steam Capital provides a
launchpad for graduates to engage directly with employers of their choice throughout
the fastest growing economic region in the world.
Steam Capital is disrupting the recruitment process as we know it. We are:
Unlike any recruitment consultancy – we believe in your potential and what you
can do into the future
Unlike any business coach – we work with you to get you where you want to go
and then connect you with employers
Unlike any application – our proprietary career leadership program and tech
platform showcases your unique value proposition and connects you to
employers of your choice.

“

Integral to the future of work is identifying
potential and unleashing talent. To succeed
during this immense time of change, people
must learn the skills of transition and
adaptability. They must be confident, prepared
and empowered to take on the challenges
ahead – unafraid of the future.”
– Libby Marshall,
Steam Capital, CEO + Founder
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Transitioning from

EDUCATION
TO
CAREER
SUCCESS

People invest in education not only to learn, but to gain a competitive advantage that
advances their careers. For many, MBA and Masters studies are life-changing. The
subjects covered, networks made and unique applied learning experiences combine to
inspire people to realise their potential and re-imagine their future.
But with the employment market undergoing an unprecedented rate of change, how do
business graduates purposely connect with employers? And how can employers around
the world connect with highly qualified, motivated and engaged talent ready to take on
the jobs of the future?

“

Your workshops, advice, mentorship and
our coffee catch-up were fantastic and
guided my decisions this year, especially
with my job and company selection. You
pushed me to think deeply about my
decisions, truly understand where I want
to be and what I want to be known for.
Thank you for helping me transform my
career through the MBA program.“

– Rich Nagle,
BCG Management Consultant
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“

The Masters in MeTM career canvas is like
a breath of fresh air after the endless train
of various career development plans and
strategies. It is an exceptionally powerful
and illustrative framework.”

– MBA Graduate 2018

Steam Connect tm

Masters in Me™

CAREER
LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM

TALENT
PIPELINING
TECHNOLOGY
Steam ConnectTM is the innovative technology
platform offered exclusively to graduates of
the Masters in Me™ Career Leadership Program,
providing a dynamic marketplace for talent to
connect with employers and employers to
connect with talent.

The Masters in Me™ program guides
graduates through a process where
they clarify their objectives and purpose,
exploring their value and aspirations for the
future. The program removes old formulaic
resumes sent in a “spray and pray” approach
to generic email addresses and declutters
the desks of talent acquisition teams.

Steam ConnectTM completely disrupts the
recruitment process, providing MBA and Masters
students with the opportunity to actively engage
with employers of their choice across the Asia
Pacific and for employers, Steam ConnectTM
provides an aggregated talent pipelining
solution enabling access to vetted, validated
and motivated talent.

Engaging with talent becomes a more
conscious and purposeful process.

Steam ConnectTM provides the system for talent to
showcase their unique value proposition and the
impact they want to have at work.

“

In essence, Steam ConnectTM turns the recruitment process on its head and provides talent acquisition
teams with a qualified short list of great talent. As a global business, we are searching for the
best talent that not only match the skills we need for the future but also match the values of our
organisation and, importantly, are motivated to choose us as their employer of choice.”
– Talent Acquisition Director, Fortune 500 Global
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For MBA and Masters

TALENT
You’ll learn the skills to transition your career strategically
and with purpose. You’ll learn how to translate your education,
learnings, skills, capabilities, experiences, natural talents and
potential into a narrative that secures the success you seek
and links you with employers of your choice across the Asia
Pacific via Steam ConnectTM.
Most importantly, you’ll own your value in the marketplace.

You will get
The tools to confidently take the next
steps in your career with purpose

A new CV that reflects your “whole
person agenda”

Enhanced self-awareness gleaned
through one-on-one coaching and
tools such as the Myers-Briggs
personality analysis

Supporting tactics to set you on
your journey
Access to a global network
of employers.

This program is for you if:
You are a current MBA or Masters
student graduating between the
months of June 2019 and June 2020
or have already graduated your MBA
or Masters degree
You are looking to take the next step
in your career or looking to transition
your career
You are looking to translate your
learnings and position yourself for
the success you seek
You are tired of being judged by
recruiters on what you have done
in the past rather than your career
aspiration and what you CAN DO into
the future

After studying, you have no idea of
your next step in your career;
You know where you want to go but
just lack the confidence and knowhow and the networks to get where
you are going
You want access to current and
emerging global employment
trends and data to inform you of
employment choices
You are looking to join a community
where you can connect with likeminded networks across the Asia
Pacific and the USA.

You are struggling to identify and
own the narrative that describes your
unique value proposition
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About the Founder
In December 2017, Libby Marshall launched Steam
Capital with a vision to transform the way people
prepare for their careers and revolutionise the way
employers attract, select and employ talent. Libby
proposes the future of work is all about people taking
control of their careers, being empowered to create
their own success and the success of others, unafraid
of a new era where adaptation, ambiguity and change
are constant.
Libby is the Managing Director of the Australia New
Zealand MBA Directors Forum, a MBA Coach at the
University of Sydney Business School, the University of
Queensland Business School, lead consultant for the
Graduate Management Admissions Council (GMAC) Asia
Pacific Conferences and a Non-Executive Director of MS
Queensland. In 2019, Steam Capital’s signature program
– Masters in Me™ – was selected for inclusion into the
University of Auckland MBA Career Leadership Program.

